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- This event is being recorded. The recording and slides will be emailed to you 
after the webinar

- Please keep yourself on mute (by phone or on the Zoom platform)

- All questions and resources should be submitted through the chat feature
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“I think the system is designed to not be equal and, for it to work for us, we need to be part of 

the process. In order to have an equal role we have to have a seat at the table and not on the 

menu. We need to be there, be activists to be heard. The system is designed to keep us outside 

so we need to make that space. We need to see that people who are being impacted by these 

decisions being at the table, being compensated for their time, taking their voices seriously, and 

being treated fairly and with respect.”

-Community Listening Participant 
Denver, CO
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How can shared measurement align systems with communities to 
advance equity?
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“When a child is no longer hungry. 
All children are hungry, and when 
they're fed, they can go to school 
and feel safe. That would be that 

the job has been done.”

-Community Listening Participant 
Jackson, MS
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To develop and share a core set of principles to inform 

measurement that effectively aligns systems’ actions 

with the needs and priorities of the communities 

those systems serve, particularly communities that 

historically have been harmed the most by inequities.

Goal

Why Principles?

Help foster collaborative relationships

Recognize what is desirable or undesirable

Change how measurement is used to 
advance equity

Ensure the intention behind measurement 
and alignment is equitable health for all
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Living Our Principles

• Working toward equity means dismantling systems of 

social structures that produce and reproduce cumulative, 

durable, inequitable outcomes.

• This work to dismantle systems must be done at every 

stage of the work and at all levels 

• To achieve the goals of this project, we had to start with 

ourselves, our team, and how we worked together. This 

then laid the ground work to work differently with others.

Sources: White Dominant Culture & Something Different: A Worksheet Adapted for ACCE from adaptation by Partners for Collaborative Change 

based on “White Supremacy Culture” By Tema Okun and Kenneth Jones; What does it take to embed a racial equity & inclusion lens? By Ratna

Gill, Hafizah Omar, and Nadia Owusu (October, 2017)
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https://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/2019/WhiteDominantCulture.pdf
https://livingcities.s3.amazonaws.com/resource/342/download.pdf
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Our Process

We intentionally structured how we worked together in our team and with others to focus 

on collaboration, partnership, power sharing, and transformational relationships through:
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Investment of time and 
resources

Co-creation, 
collaboration, and 

communication

Building relationships 
and trust

Transparency and 
Accountability
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Reviewed Real-World Examples of 
What Cross-Systems Alignment 
Looks Like in Different Communities 

Surveyed Community-Based 
Organizations’ Experiences in 
Communities Before and During 
the COVID-19 Pandemic

Held Community Listening Sessions 
to Hear What Matters Most to 
Community Members

Convened Expert Group to Develop 
Principles 

Convened and listened to 18 
experts across different 
systems and communities

Listened to members of 6 diverse 
communities across the country

Reviewed over 40 ongoing cross-systems alignment 
initiatives using measurement to address equity and 
completed a deeper dive into 6 initiatives to 
understand what they did

Surveyed community-based organizations
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Real World Examples

We looked at six initiatives to understand the 
different ways they use measurement.

We learned that initiatives:

• Varied in degree of alignment across systems

• Used measurement in a variety of ways

• Engaged community members or CBOs to 
reflected their values and interests

• Incorporated an equity lens
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Promoting health equity 

and social justice through 

partnerships between 

communities and 

academic institutions.
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Community-Based Organization Survey

• Partnered with CCPH to develop a 
web-based survey for CBOs

•Goal was to capture their 
experiences serving their 
communities, data use and 
sources, and working with 
partners during the COVID-19 
pandemic 

•Heard from 174 diverse 
organizations between June and 
July 2020
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Used information & data to 
evaluate community needs

Formed new partnerships to 
identify and address 

community needs

Experienced several 
challenges trying to meet 
community needs during 

this time
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Community Listening Sessions

•We conducted sessions in six 
communities
• Communities in CO, IL, MA, MS, NC, 

and WA
• Communities varied in region, 

geographic setting and citizenship 
status 

•Our goals were to: 
• Learn more about their experiences 

with systems and services
• Understand what is most important 

to them about what it means for 
systems to work together toward a 
common goal 
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Initiatives 
start with 

communities

Engage 
communities 
where they 

are 

Scale is 
important

Include 
diverse 

community 
perspectives 
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Process for Developing Principles
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Survey

Summarize

Meet

Revise
Relationship 

Building

Sharing Out 
for Final 
Review

Incorporated meet-and-
greets into our schedule to 

establish rapport

Conducted three cycles of gathering 
input from panelists through 

discussion and surveys, revising 
draft principles, and reporting out 

key takeaways

Gathered input from 
panelists on final principles  

before finalizing and sharing 
them with multiple 

audiences
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Guiding Principles to Align Systems with 
Communities to Advance Equity through Shared 

Measurement
Measurement that aligns systems with communities toward equitable outcomes:
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Power of Shared Measurement

• Shared measurement has the power 
to create change in systems’ policies 
and  practices and shift power to 
communities by:

• Defining collective goals and 
mobilizing collective action

• Monitoring progress toward goals 
and evaluating success 

• Generating buy-in and trust among 
different systems and communities

• Creating benchmarks for 
accountability and shared learning

18
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Lessons Learned

• Importance of nourishing partnership beyond the project period

– Connected with community through ongoing, pre-existing partnerships in the communities

• Meet the community where they are at to ensure equitable accessibility

– Tailor the approach to meet the needs of community members

• Ability to pivot quickly

– Used our organizational strengths to accomplish tasks while meeting community needs
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Lessons Learned

• Compensating community members for their time

– Sufficient compensation 

– Provided in a manner most useful to them

• The moral imperative of action

– Not enough to just listen to their stories, action is needed

– Communities are demanding more in our current times

– Importance of developing an actionable framework
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Community Perspectives

• Jerry Smart

• Delphi Panelist

• Senior Community Health Worker, 

Transitions Clinic program, New 

Haven, CT

• Certified Community Health 

Worker, Conn. Health Department 
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Find out more at:
www.air.org/shared

measurement

https://www.air.org/sharedmeasurement
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Questions? 

Submit your questions through the chat feature



• Inverting the burden: A health equity strategy for delivering complex care 
-June 22, 1pm ET

• Open meeting on the National Center's evaluation and next five years
-June 23, 1pm ET

Register at www.nationalcomplex.care/events

Upcoming National Center webinars
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http://www.nationalcomplex.care/


Putting Care at the Center 2021

Registration is open! 

Join us virtually and register at: 

www.centering.care

The annual conference on complex care 

Online, October 20-22, 2021
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We want your feedback!

An evaluation survey will be sent 
out after this webinar



Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers

National Center for Complex Health and Social Needs
An initiative of the Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers

www.nationalcomplex.care
@natlcomplexcare

800 Cooper St., 7th Floor
Camden, NJ 08102

Thank you!

Contact: nationalcenter@camdenhealth.org


